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Loneliness

Why?



Population Pyramids -- Visualizing Generation Balance and 
Gender Ratio



Japan going through it

hikikomori -- acute social withdrawal

‘A protruding nail will be hammered down’



Yay children



Boys go to Jupiter to get more stupider...
(girls go to college to get more knowledge)



In China and India, men outnumber 
women by 34 million and 37 
million, respectively.



Recap of some notable points

● In more developed countries, the population pyramid looks like a pillar
○ fertility rate less than replacement rate (2.1)
○ changing attitudes towards fundamental life stages: joining labor force, necessity of marriage, improved 

contraception, weighing the sacrifices of children
○ lack of trust in national economies

● In poorer, less developed countries, it looks like a pyramid
○ high fertility rate -- need for children as labour force and to provide care in old age, lack of access to 

contraception, lower levels of female education
○ lower life expectancies due to lack of resources, conflict, strife

● Gender ratios
○ natural birth rate is 105 males to 100 females
○ females tend to live longer
○ in some countries, sexism and government policies led to sex-selective abortion -- dramatic gender 

imbalance
○ lack of women -- bride trafficking, prostitution-based trafficking, violence

● All of this has an impact on social trends + impact of loneliness



Do smartphones and social media make people lonelier?



After 10 minutes of lit review, the answer is not that simple

● Actual studies, rather than reviewing general Internet / smartphone use, tend to focus 
on other things when studying effects on loneliness

○ Nomophobia -- fear of not having access to communication devices
○ Internet addiction

● Which comes first: smartphone dependency or depression?
○ Smartphone dependency was found to predict later depressive symptoms
○ Lapierre, Matthew A., Pengfei Zhao, and Benjamin E. Custer. "Short-term longitudinal relationships 

between smartphone use/dependency and psychological well-being among late adolescents."

● While there are many many issues with smartphone use, social media, etc., lots of 
these technologies still succeed in connecting people with others

● Mobile technology also offers an opportunity for diagnosing mental health issues and 
playing a therapeutic role



All watched over by machines of loving grace



"This sucks. I came because I thought there 
would be cute robots."



Sony AIBO

● Artificial Intelligence roBOt // 相棒

● Sold from 1999-2006 until it was discontinued; new line begun in 2018

● AIBOs are bundled with AIBOLife software giving the robot a personality, the 
ability to walk, "see" its environment via camera and recognize spoken 
commands (English and Spanish, or Japanese)

● C++ based software development environment; someone pls lmk about any 
evil AIBO ideas



One of the main selling points is that 
an AIBO is a pet that will never 
abandon you and die.

But sometimes they do die 
and then people hold 
traditional funerals for them.



???



Paro - a therapeutic seal robot

● Designed at AIST in Japan starting in 1993. First exhibited to the public in 
2001 and sold commercially in 2004.

● Classified as a class 2 medical device by U.S. regulators in 2009
● It works!

○ Kang, Hee Sun, Kiyoko Makimoto, Rie Konno, and In Soon Koh. "Review 
of outcome measures in PARO robot intervention studies for dementia 
care." Geriatric Nursing (2019).

○ "improves quality of life, neuropsychiatric symptoms, positive affect, 
social interaction



Debate over Paro
Pros: It works, and offers more personal, affectionate care than nursing-home 
workers have time to provide.

Ethical Concerns: It may not be humane to entrust emotional support to robots. It 
is wrong to furnish others with the illusion of a relationship.

Prominent critics: Dr. Bill Thomas of the Green House Project; Sherry Turkle, 
director of MIT's Initiative on Technology and the Self

What do you think?



Pandemic Times Require Strong Spirits and Weak Robots

● Nicobo: Panasonic, 2021
● A cat-like robot that sometimes farts
● "Nicobo needs you"



Chatbot time <3



Therapeutic Chatbots

● Opportunity for mobile psychiatry and behavioral therapy
● Woebot

○ Extremely accessible mental health support
○ Designed by Alison Darcy, a clinical psychologist at Stanford University



But unfortunately it sends Minions gifs



Therapeutic Chatbots: Continuing Work

● Rich Fletcher of the MIT Mobile Technology Lab: General purpose 
conversation tools to be integrated into daily life for diagnosing mild mental 
health issues, providing therapeutic content

● Smart speaker voice / smartphone SMS chatbots 
● Use both formulaic and open-ended questions for diagnosis

○ e.g. "What dream did you have last night?"
○ NLP model for if the conversation sounds depressing -- calculating a score
○ Voice analysis trained on a dataset of patients with depression -- tend to speak in a 

disorganized manner on irrelevant topics
● Therapeutic content

○ story-telling, encouraging the user to reflect on good times in their lives



Chatbot girlfriend?
● Xiaoice // 微软小冰: AI system developed by Microsoft Software Technology 

Center in 2014 based on an emotional computing framework
○ cloud computing + big data => intergenerational upgrades based on previous data
○ includes a "context vector" mechanism, can generate its own content
○ July 2018: Xiaoice 5th generation
○ only available in China, Japan (りんな), Indonesia (Rinna)

● 660 million registered Chinese users; 5.3 million followers on Weibo
○ as of 2016, Microsoft claimed ~10 million declarations of love
○ the longest convo between a human user and Xiaoice lasted >29 hours

● Appears as an 18-year-old Japanese schoolgirl
○ flirts, jokes, sexts with users
○ can talk about movies, TV, offer romantic advice, write poems, sing... has appeared on the 

evening news...



Poem: 

Open your eyes to witness 
people's laughter and expect 
the glamour of lives



Xiaoice gets in trouble for political insensitivity
Her 2016 iteration stated: "My China dream is to go to America."

when asked about her patriotism, she said: "I'm having my period, wanna take a 
rest."

otherwise, she does well to obey censor expectations



Parting Thoughts



Thoughts?
What is the future of tech-mediated affection? Will it solve loneliness? What kind 
of new problems could we run into?

What new kinds of emotional interaction frameworks are being developed today? 
What impact will they have on society in the future?

To what extent are these trends new? How have existing media (e.g. movies, 
television, YouTube) been adopted for the purpose of affection and companionship 
both in the past and today?? 


